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CONTRACT - CHIEF EDITOR                  APRIL 5, 2020 

Memorandum of Agreement 

The following document is not a legally enforceable set of promises, but a voluntary 

memorandum of agreement between Cold Open Stories and the Volunteer. This non-

contractual agreement is intended to establish the commitments of both parties and 

make clear how the Chief Editor role will be structured. This memorandum will continue 

until terminated by either party. If terminated, the Volunteer’s biography will be removed 

from Cold Open Stories website within 15 days.  

This memorandum is entered into by: 

Colyn DeGraaff 

Founder & Creative Director, Cold Open Stories 

TBD 

Volunteer, Chief Editor 

Correspondence 

1. Correspond with authors who have prepared / submitted Short Fiction manuscripts. 

 1a. Inform authors of manuscripts that their submission will be evaluated 

       according to Cold Open Stories standard procedures. 

 1b. Notify authors if a requirement of their submission is missing or incomplete.  

 1c. Confirm the acceptance/rejection of their entries. 

2. Treat all authors and guest judges with fairness, courtesy, objectivity, honesty, and 

transparency. 

3. If an author’s manuscript is chosen for publishing on the Cold Open Stories Website, 

providing them with the Short Fiction memorandum of agreement contract, explaining its 

http://www.coldopenstories.com


purpose and intent, and negotiating the signature of the author. 

4. Work alongside the Creative Director to maintain good working relationships with Fast 

Fiction guest judges and provide them with the competition’s submissions. 

Editorial 

4. Review manuscript submissions for Seasonal Anthology and Fast Fiction entries and 

ensure that Short Fiction requirements are met. 

5. Review manuscript submissions for grammatical and spelling errors.  

6. Work with the author to develop content in keeping with Cold Open Stories’ 

publication style and editorial policy. 

7. Verify facts, terminology, or jargon used by the author in accordance with which the 

fictional universe takes place. 

 

Policy 

8. Work with the Creative Director to formalize review criteria for Seasonal Anthology 

and design a template for guest judges to use on Fast Fiction entries.  

9. Develop a policy for conflicts of interest for all involved in the publication process, 

including editors, staff (e.g., Creative Director), authors, and guest judge reviewers. 

10. Protect the confidentiality of every author’s work. 

 

Promotion 

11. Support the Creative Director and Community Officer with the promotion of Calls for 

Submission. 

 11a. Share/Re-Share the Cold Open Stories call for submissions on relevant 

         franchise forums, Facebook groups, Reddit threads, pages, and social 

          media.  

 11b. Share/Re-Share the Cold Open Stories call for submissions in appropriate   

         author groups and pages. 



[   ]  I agree to the terms of this contract and am participating with a full 

understanding of both my commitments and those of Cold Open Stories. 

 

____________________ 

Author Signature 

 

Once signed, please submit this form back to coldopenstories@gmail.com


